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Köln, July 28,2017

Donation Confirmation
Thank you very much for your generous donation on July 25,20t7 to the Turtle Foundation
Dear Mr Jan Pasboel
Thank you very much for your generous contribution. We are very happy and honored to receive

your support!
Your donation helps to preserve the enchanting but highly endangered sea turtles for the future. For,
as you already know, it is human activity that in recent times has been the most destructive to our
natural resources and heritage. The activitiesthatthreaten sea turtles, in particular, include hunting,
large-scale collection of eggs, pollution, fishing and the loss of nesting areas on the beaches, with the
addition of immeasurable consequences of climate change. Sea turtles have successfully inhabited
the earth since the time of the dinosaurs, which makes their rapid decline all the more tragic, and
which is having a notlceable effect on the sensitive ecosystems of the oceans. Only by conscious
action and intervention by people like you can this destructive trend be stopped.
The Turtle Foundation protects sea turtles through our own projects in two very important nesting
areas on the Cape Verde lslands of West Africa and the Derawan archipelago off the coast of East
Borneo in lndonesia. There, we protect hundreds of thousands of turtle eggs, and thousands of adult
sea turtles every year, directly against human depredation. With information campaigns and local

development cooperation, we promote the sustainability of our protection efforts. We also help
support other local sea turtle protection programs.
These enterprises are very costly and would not be possible without the donations and support of

our sponsors, and also of individuals like you. Thanks again for your support.

With kind regards
OUNDATION

... because extinction means foreverl)

Dr. Frank Zindel
Gemeinnützige steuerbef reite stift ung
nach deutschem Recht
Weitere Vertretungen in:

TURTLE FOUNDATION (DEUTSCHLAND}
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Tel: ++49 2236 379452
Email: info@turtle-foundation.org
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